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The tail-end of 2015 was a little unproductive so 
I made a resolution to sharpen the pencils and 
dive back into the wealth of reference provided 
by Sktchy, the iOS app aimed at artists.

I also wanted to try new things and kickstart 
2016 by experimenting. It turns out I thought 
‘experimenting’ involved turning the clock back 
to some time around 1995 and employing the 
same materials I used back then - namely a pad 
of WHSmith sketch paper, a blunt 2B pencil and 
blending with my fingers.

Going back to a time before I’d discovered the joys 
of mechanical pencils and Bristol board actually 
reinvigorated my approach and reminded me 
that, quite often, less is more.

I made a pact with myself that I would finish 
each piece before moving on to the next, try not 
to overthink things and, most importantly, just  
enjoy creating art.

Back to basics



Catie
graphite on sketch paper



Steph
graphite on sketch paper



Kimberly
colour pencil on sketch paper



Leah
colour pencil on sketch paper



photo reference by Gokcen Cidam
colour pencil on grey paper



Erik
graphite & white pencil on tan paper



Matt
graphite & white pencil on tan paper



Nixie
ink on card



Jerel
hand-drawn vectors in Adobe Illustrator

(my only digital piece this year)



For years I’ve wanted to break away from working 
monochromatically and use colour but my lack of 
confidence has held me back. However this year, 
completely by chance, I discovered the work of 
Vietnamese artist Cuong Nguyen on Instagram.

His pastel pencil portraits intrigued me, in 
particular his use of the verdaccio underpainting 
technique whereby realistic skintone colour is 
achieved, in Cuong’s case, by using a vivid green 
and then adding layers of colours you’d be more 
likely to see in the palette of a portrait artist.

After tentatively following the initial steps of his 
tutorial, I started to get quite excited about the 
results.

That first piece, a portrait of fellow Sktchy artist 
Carmel, was by no means perfect but it showed 
that, now and again, taking a leap of faith and 
stepping outside the comfort zone will probably 
yield good things.

Working with colour



Carmel
colour pencil on grey paper



Dominic
colour pencil on grey paper



Shawanna
colour pencil on grey paper



I can count on one hand the number of pieces 
I’ve created in the past 3 or 4 years that have 
taken longer than 5 hours. I just don’t have the 
patience. But what I do have is the determination 
to improve.

Having said that, with a busy day job, drawing 
time can be limited so quick sketches and doodles 
are the perfect way to practice.

Draw little & often

Al
ballpoint

Kelsi
ink



Alexis
45-minute colour pencil sketch



You can erase pencil. Make a mistake and it’s 
swiftly removed. That’s probably why I’ve relied 
on graphite so much over the years - I can start 
working, safe in the knowledge that there’s a 
safety net.

When I first read about Inktober back in 2013, the 
thought of working with ink scared me slightly.

You can’t erase ink.

But, as with colour, 2016 was the year I decided 
to experiment so I faced my fear and gave it a try.  

It turned out to be the most rewarding month of 
drawing I’ve ever had.

31 Days 31 Drawings

Biting the ink bullet
(or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Ink)



Ronnie

Han

Eric

Arina



Dracula
ink & marker on grey paper



Norman
ink & marker on grey paper



Hellboy
ink & marker on red card



Abe Sapien
ink & marker on blue card



Eric Draven
ink & marker on grey paper



Marlow
ink & marker on grey paper



The Creature
ink & marker on grey paper



The Bride
ink & marker on grey paper



Bowie
colour pencil on sketch paper
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And definitely don’t use it to make paper aeroplanes.
Just don’t.

(Even though they’d probably fly quite well.)
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